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3M . . . Finding A Better Way

3M is continually fi nding new ways to make amazing 

things happen.  It is inspired by working closely with its 

customers to create innovative products that help make 

the world smarter, faster, healthier and safer. Well-known 

3M brands include Scotch®, Post-it®, Scotchgard®, 

Thinsulate™ and Scotch-Brite™.

3M was founded in 1902 and has pioneered technological 

innovation ever since, including refl ective materials used in road 

signs, the latest fl exible ‘soft casts’ for broken limbs, a new 

class of drugs to treat skin cancer, display enhancement fi lms 

making electronic displays brighter and fi re protection products 

that help against the spread of fi re, smoke and toxic fumes. 

Today 3M employs 67,000 people worldwide to deliver an 

extensive range of products, technologies and services to its 

customers in more than 200 countries. Its diverse technologies 

and products touch nearly every aspect of modern life, from 

consumer and offi ce, display and graphics, electronics and 

telecommunications, safety, security and protection services, 

health care, industrial and transportation markets. 

The UK and Ireland is home to one of the largest 3M subsidiaries 

outside the USA, employing 3300 people across 12 locations, 

including seven manufacturing sites. Products manufactured in 

the UK include coated abrasives, respirators, adhesive tapes and 

pharmaceuticals.

3M Centre, Cain Road, Bracknell, 

Berkshire, RG12 8HT 

www.3M.com/uk

www.3M.com/uk/electrical
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Reliable & Effi cient Performance with 3M Electrical 

Markets Division 

•  3M has over 50 years experience in electrical products and  

  processes.

•  3M developed electrical insulating PVC tape.

•  3M developed Cold Shrink more than 25 years ago. It is a  

  safer,   reliable and easy to install solution for medium voltage  

  jointing and  terminating.

•  3M has an ongoing commitment to research and development 

•  Jointing effi ciency was further enhanced with the arrival of  

  Closed- Mix and Pouring (CMP) nozzles.

•  3M wants to be your chosen supplier. 

Superior Electrical Performance

Electrical power supply installations are required to operate

effi ciently over a long period. 3M products are designed to give 

lasting optimum performance.

Products Customised to your specifi c

Requirements

Our range is comprehensive yet we recognise that many

projects require a customised solution to meet individual needs.

When a customized application is required , the 3M technical 

service and marketing teams are available to discuss a potential 

solution.We also have the 3M Electrical Group Mobile Innovation 

Facility which is available for site demonstration, product 

evaluation and training.

3M products are designed for optimum performance to ensure 

a safe and long-lasting installation. With a comprehensive range 

of quality products to choose from, backed by expert training 

and fi eld support, when you select a 3M product you choose a 

business partnership you can be sure of for years to come.

Visit our website at www.3m.com/uk/electrical to view 

our latest updates to the product catalogue

3M European Technical Center in Neuss

3M’s new research and development is a symbol of innovation 

and communication as well as of globalization and customer 

focus. 3M has built the European Technical Center at the seat of 

the headquarters of 3M Germany in Neuss. The facility, which 

is the largest 3M lab in Europe, will accommodate some 300 

researchers, technical service and application engineers from 

14 countries, who do signifi cant research and development for 

the European market, transforming their visions into products. 

With the establishment of the European Technical Center, 3M  has 

invested over £14 million in its future. 

3M US Laboratory

The 3M cable accessories range is also backed by the 3M US 

laboratory. At this Austin, based facility, a team of expert scientists 

and engineers are dedicated to covering the following areas: 

Material science, mechanical and electrical engineering, product 

testing and analysis. Current developments include the evolution 

of the 3M range of high voltage products and environmentally-

friendly resins.

3M Electrical Customer Service: 01234 229 462

3M Electrical Technical Enquiries: 01234 268 868
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Real-Time Litigation Alerts
  Keep your litigation team up-to-date with real-time  

alerts and advanced team management tools built for  
the enterprise, all while greatly reducing PACER spend.

  Our comprehensive service means we can handle Federal, 
State, and Administrative courts across the country.

Advanced Docket Research
  With over 230 million records, Docket Alarm’s cloud-native 

docket research platform finds what other services can’t. 
Coverage includes Federal, State, plus PTAB, TTAB, ITC  
and NLRB decisions, all in one place.

  Identify arguments that have been successful in the past 
with full text, pinpoint searching. Link to case law cited  
within any court document via Fastcase.

Analytics At Your Fingertips
  Learn what happened the last time a particular judge,  

opposing counsel or company faced cases similar to yours.

  Advanced out-of-the-box PTAB and TTAB analytics are  
always at your fingertips.

Docket Alarm provides insights to develop a more  

informed litigation strategy and the peace of mind of 

knowing you’re on top of things.

Explore Litigation 
Insights

®

WHAT WILL YOU BUILD?  |  sales@docketalarm.com  |  1-866-77-FASTCASE

API
Docket Alarm offers a powerful API 
(application programming inter-
face) to developers that want to 
integrate case filings into their apps.

LAW FIRMS
Build custom dashboards for your 
attorneys and clients with live data 
direct from the court.

Automate many repetitive legal  
tasks like conflict checks, document 
management, and marketing.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Litigation and bankruptcy checks 
for companies and debtors.

E-DISCOVERY AND  
LEGAL VENDORS
Sync your system to PACER to  
automate legal marketing.


